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AW-1710

B.Sc. Part-fi (Scmester-IV) Exrmination

MATHEMATICS
(Classical MechsDics)

Prper-VIII
Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 60

Note :-(l) Question No. I is compulsory and attempt it once only.

(2) Solve ONE question from each unit.

1. Choose the corect alternative :

(i) Each planet describes _ having the sun at onc of its foci. I

(a) An ellipse (b) A circle

(c) A hyperbola (d) None of these

(ii) If a bead is sliding along the wire then the constraint is 1

(a) Holonomic (b) Non-holonomic

(c) Superfluous (d) Nonc of thesc

(iii) For an ilverse square law, the virial theorem reduces to _. I

(a) zT = -nV (b) zT= nV

(ct 2T=V (dl 2T= V

(iv) The virtual work on a mechanical systcm by the applicd forces and reversed effective

forces is _. 1

(a) Zerc (b) One

(c) Negative (d) None of these

(v) Thc shortest distancc between two points in a space is _. 1

(a) A circle (b) A straight line

(c) An cllipse (d) A parabola

(vi) If I1 is the Hamiltonian of thc system then a generalized coordinate qi is said to be

cyclic if _.
AH^AH

tu) &i ' ,b) q'
dH AH, _-n ,,. "" <0(ct Aq. " (d) 

aqr

(vii) A square matfix A is said to bc orthogonal if _.
(a) A = Ar (b) Ar : A-r
(c) A=A, (d) None ofthesc
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(riii) The general ,lisplacement ol a rigid body wilh __ poirt fixed is a rotation about

some axis. I

(a) One (b) 'two

(c) Threc (d) \ore of these

(ix) 'lhe surn of th€ finite rotations dopends on the _ of the rotation. I

(a) De$ee (b) Ordcr

(c) Both D:gree and Order (d) \onc of these

(x) A particle noving in a space has _ degrees ol'Aecdom. I

(a) One (b) Tuo

(c) 'l h.ree (d) Forrr

tINIT.I
(a) Derivc the l,agrange's equations of molion ir the form :

/\
119l I !t -o,i=r,2, ,narlfr I &,

for conservirtive systcm from D'Alembert's l,nnciple. 6

(b) A bead is sliding on a uniformll' rotating ['ire in a force-frcc space, then show that the

acceleration of the bead is i=rw2. where w is the angular velocity of rotation. 4

(p) Two particl :s of masses m, and m, are connecred by a light inextensible string which

passes ovfi a small smooth fired pullcy. If m, :, m,, then show that the common

accelcratior of the particles is
(,nr - Ir,
(ml + rn, )

l

4. (a)

(q)

(b.

Obtain the equations of motion of a simple ,cndulum by using D'Alemberl's
principle. 5

UNIT-II
l'or a cental forcc field. show that Kepler's src<-rnd law is a consequcnce of the

conservaticn of angular momcntum. 5

Prove that ithc potential energ)'is a homogcncoLs lunction ofdegrec -l in the radius

veclor !, hen tho molion ofa conservalve system takes place in a finite region of

space only if the total cncrgy is negalive. 5

Prove that in a ccntral force field lhe arcal velocit) is conserved. 5

Sho\r that if a particle describes a circular orbit under the inllueoce of an attractive

central for:e directed towards point on the circle, then the force varies as the inversc

fifth powcr of the distance. 5

(pl

(q)
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UNIT-III

defined in the space c,[0, l] is continuous on the funation yo(x) = x in thc sense of first

order proximity. 5

(b) Find the extremals of lly(x)l= 92+y2+2ye*1dx

7. (p) Find thc extremals of the functional

I

Ily(x)l= 
J 

(2y(x) + y'(x) ldx
0

I.(

5

b

i

ld*

(q) Writc down the F,uler-Ostrogradsky equation for the functional :

I)x(vrl

Az

Ax
rr,<,., rlr = i1{(

2
5Y"2 + x26r'

Az
.l

5
+ i2zl(x, y) dx dy

Ay

8 (a)

(b)

(q)

(q)

UNIT_IV
Show that H;milton's principle can be derived ftom D'Alembert's principle. 5

Definc Hamiltonian H. De ve the llamilton's equations for the Hamiltonian H ofthe
system. 1+4

Dcducc the Hamilton's equations of motion of a particle of mass m in Cartesial

coordinates (x, y, z). 5

Define Routhian, prove that a cyclic coordinate will not occur in the

Routhian R. I+4

UNIT-V
Provc that if A is any 2 x 2 orthogonal matrix with determinant I A | = l, then A is a

rotation matrix. 5

Define infinitesimal rotation. Prove that infinitesimal rotatioDs commute. l+4

Show that two complex eigenvalues of an orthogonal matrix representing a prcper

rctation are e'(, wherc 0 is the angle of rotation. 5

Provc that the general displacement of a rigid body with one point fixed is a rotation

about some axis. 5

e. (p)

10. (a)

(b)

ll. (p)
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6. (a) Show that the functional :
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